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A computational framework to represent nutrient utilization for body protein and lipid accretion
by growing monogastric animals is presented. Nutrient and metabolite flows, and the biochemical
and biological processes which transform these, are explicitly represented. A minimal set of
calibration parameters is determined to provide five degrees of freedom in the adjustment of the
marginal input–output response of this nutritional process model for a particular (monogastric)
animal species. These parameters reflect the energy requirements to support the main biological
processes: nutrient intake, faecal and urinary excretion, and production in terms of protein and
lipid accretion. Complete computational details are developed and presented for these five
nutritional processes, as well as a representation of the main biochemical transformations in the
metabolic processing of nutrient intake. Absolute model response is determined as the residual
nutrient requirements for basal processes. This model can be used to improve the accuracy of
predicting the energetic efficiency of utilizing nutrient intake, as this is affected by independent
diet and metabolic effects. Model outputs may be used to generate mechanistically predicted
values for the net energy of a diet at particular defined metabolic states.

Modelling: Nutrient flows: Monogastric animals

A conceptual representation of nutrient utilization for body
protein and lipid accretion by animals was described in
Birkett & de Lange (2001a ). In order to use this model for
practical simulation and the prediction of quantitative whole
animal response to a given nutrient intake a detailed
computational structure is required: (1) identification of
specific nutrient and metabolite flows and a time period over
which these are to be averaged; (2) a flow structure to
represent the pathways which these materials can follow,
i.e. the interconnections between the main processes; (3) a
defined input–output response for each of the nutritional
processes represented, i.e. rules for determining the output
nutrient flows corresponding to given input flows; (4)
identification of the external input and output nutrient
exchanges with the environment, i.e. nutrient intake,
secreted animal products (if any), and waste flows. This
present article describes a computational framework to
represent protein and lipid accretion in growing mono-
gastric animals quantitatively, based on the concepts and
structure of the nutrient process model shown in Fig. 5 of
Birkett & de Lange (2001a).

Nutrient flows are averaged on a daily basis (g/d or
mol/d), a time period which is consistent with experimental
measurement of whole animal response for growing
animals. Meaningful observations of this kind are essential
for developing the control rules which select between
competing nutrient pathways, and for calibration of
predicted and observed biological response for a particular
species, i.e. input–output response and accretion of retained
animal products. Nutrient intake, expressed in terms of daily
DM intake, is assumed to be a known model input, with
composition characterized in terms of the main nutrient
classes present in typical diets fed to monogastric animals.
External nutrient outputs for growing animals consist only
of wastes, i.e. non-digestible material (faeces), by-products
from microbial fermentation in the digestive tract (gases),
and non-metabolizable material (urine).

The essence of effective model construction lies in how
the details of input–output response are developed for the
individual nutritional processes. The internal structure of
these transformations may be expanded to any degree of
detail by introducing subprocesses. Too much detail will
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require the estimation, often without a sound biological or
physical basis, of many parameters. The apparent complexity
achieved by the many degrees of freedom of such
parameterizations is neither meaningful nor robust, and
obscures the conceptual link with the biological process
being represented. To predict response at the whole-animal
level adequately and robustly demands a minimal set of
critical calibration parameters to be developed. Sensitivity
analysis is useful to determine which proposed subprocesses
and parameters are significant, and which can be ignored.
Reasonable representations of input–output structure for the
main nutritional processes are discussed in the sections
below.

Intake process

The intake process (Fig. 1) represents the physical ingestion
of faecal digestible DM intake (fDM), and its transform-
ation by digestion, absorption and transport to sites for
metabolic utilization. DM intake (g/d) is assumed to be
characterized according to the following nutrients: ash (AS),
crude protein ðCP ¼ 6:25 � NÞ; crude fat (CFA), starch
(ST), low molecular mass sugars as defined by the Luff-
Schoorl method (Centraal Veevoeder Bureau, 1998; SU),
and remaining organic material, largely NSP. AS is used
only to calculate the residual fraction NSP ¼ DM 2 AS 2
CP 2 CFA 2 ST 2 SU (e.g. Noblet et al. 1994; Bakker,
1996). CP intake is further characterized in terms of some
specific (essential) amino acids (AA), and non-specific N

(NSN), consisting of non-essential AA, i.e. any AA not
explicitly represented, and other nitrogenous compounds.
Composition of the CFA is assumed known with regard to
selected fatty acids (FA), and non-specific fat (NSF) defined
as the difference between CFA and the fat equivalent of the
specified FA. (Waste) outputs from intake non-faecally
digestible DM (xDM), defined by xDM ¼ DM 2 fDM and
N from fermented CP. These are output to processes fX and
uX for faecal and urinary excretion respectively. Inter-
actions between nutrients, such as the effect of NSP on the
digestibility of other nutrients, are not represented and are
regarded as model inputs related to diet characterization, if
their effects are to be taken into account. An accurate
representation of intake requires separate consideration of
two distinct subprocesses, enzymatic digestion (E ) and
fermentation (F ).

Enzymatic digestion

For digestible nutrients other than NSP, all of which is
assumed to be fermented, enzymatically digestible intake
can be estimated for monogastric animals as the true ileal
digestible intake, i.e. based on the assumption that, for the
most part, only enzymatic processes occur prior to the
terminal ileum. This simplification is not entirely accurate,
since fermentation does occur in the small intestine of
monogastric animals (Bakker, 1996), however, since the
quantity of fermented nutrients other than NSP is
relatively small, the assumption is likely not significant

Fig. 1. Intake process I. The enzymatic digestion process (E ) extracts absorbed nutrients
from faecal digestible DM intake (fDM): (1) glucose (GL) from starch and sugar intake; (2)
fatty acids (iFA), non-specific fat (iNSF), and glycerol (GY) from fat intake; (3) essential
amino acids (iAA) and non-specific nitrogen (iNSN) from protein intake. The fermentation
process (F ) transforms remaining DM intake into absorbed volatile fatty acids (VFA), N for
urinary excretion, methane loss, and non-digested faecal DM, xDM ¼ DM–fDM: Energy
required for processing fDM is derived from ATPd as a function of the fDM mass flow. Heat
production is associated with intake subprocesses E and F.
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to overall energetics. The simplified approach avoids the
necessity of developing subprocesses to represent
explicitly the physical and biochemical aspects of
digestion, absorption and transport. Feed ingredient data
in which many nutrients are already characterized in these
terms is already generally available, simplifying the task
of obtaining the nutrient inputs. Dietary intake must be
characterized in terms of true ileal digestible (i) content of
ST (iST), iCP, essential iAA, iCFA, iFA, and iSU. The
intake of iNSN, consisting primarily of non-essential AA,
is calculated as the iN intake (iCP/6:25) less the N content
in the iAA. Similarly, intake of iNSF is calculated as the
difference between iCFA and the fat equivalent of the
specified FA in iCFA. It is assumed that 3 mol iFA were
derived from 1 mol triacylglycerol, and therefore a 1/3 mol
glycerol (GY) intake can be associated with each mol iFA
intake.

The iST and iSU intakes contribute directly to absorbed
glucose (GL). To represent the increase in molar weight
from ST hydrolysis, iST is multiplied by the ST:GL ratio
of molar weights (180/162), or, equivalently, by the
ST:GL ratio of heats of combustion (17:35/15:64). Molar
weights of SU in the diet may vary, due to the monomer
sugar composition and degree of polymerization. There-
fore, to convert SU intake to absorbed GL, an estimated
average heat of combustion for sugars is used 16:8 kJ/g is
typical of the SU component of pig diets (Birkett & de

Lange, 2001b) multiplying iSU (g/d) by the ratio of this to
the heat of combustion of GL (15:64 kJ/g).

Metabolite outputs from E consist of the molar flows of
absorbed iAA, iNSN, iFA, iNSF, GY, and the combined GL
flow derived from iST and iSU. Nutrient intake in fDM
which is not digested enzymatically is processed by
fermentation.

Fermentation

The main absorbed energy-yielding products of fermenta-
tion are volatile FA (VFA): acetic, propionic, butyric, etc.
Other products are ignored. In general, an explicit
representation of all the important interacting biochemical
and microbial processes in the hindgut, rumen, or caecum
(Fig. 2) can be complex and difficult to parameterize (e.g.
Dijkstra et al. 1992). However, for monogastric animals a
simplified representation of F is likely to be sufficient, even
though a substantial proportion of total energy from
commercial diets may be derived through fermentation
(Noblet et al. 1989; Bakker, 1996). In the simple model,
contributions to a fermentable substrate pool (FS), derived
from various sources, are converted to VFA via an energetic
transformation and an estimated efficiency of transfer which
takes into account energy lost as heat and methane.

The diet is characterized in terms of apparent faecal
digestible nutrients fCP, fCFA, fST, fSU, and fNSP. It is

Fig. 2. General representation of fermentation F. Inputs are NSP, fermentable starch (FST), sugar (FSU), crude protein (FCP), and crude fat
(FCFA), and endogenous CP and CFA gut losses. Exchanges between these and the microbial ecosystem release heat, methane, faecal
material (xDM), N for urinary excretion, and absorbed volatile fatty acids (VFA). A simplified model can be adopted for monogastric animals,
by representing only the energy content of the fermentable substrate (FS), and converting this to absorbed VFA via an energy transformation
and fixed fermentation efficiency to represent energy lost as heat and with methane.
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assumed that all of the fNSP intake is fermented (FNSP) and
is included in FS. Contributions to FS from fermentable ST
and SU are calculated by the difference between faecal and
ileal digestible fractions: FST ¼ fST 2 iST; and FSU ¼
fSU 2 iSU:

FCP is calculated as the difference between apparent fCP
and true iCP intake, plus the ileal endogenous gut losses not
re-absorbed at the terminal ileum (eCP), i.e. FCP ¼
fCP 2 iCP 1 eCP: Net CP synthesis may occur at a high
rate during fermentation, for example as much as 50–60 g
bacterial protein/kg fNSP in pigs (Bakker, 1996). Moreover,
when energy is limiting, microbial CP may be used to
generate FA (Jorgenson et al. 1996). Neither of these
pathways for synthesis or degradation of microbial protein is
explicitly represented. A non-negative FCP is assumed to be
fully de-aminated and converted as a component of FS to
VFA. Net synthesis of microbial protein is represented in the
simplified process F by reducing the energy content of FS by
an amount equivalent to the energy content of the synthesized
CP. The N from fermentation of FCP contributes to urinary N
and cannot be used for protein synthesis.

Similar to the simplified representation of FCP, fermen-
table fat intake (FCFA) is represented as the difference
between apparent faecal and true ileal digestible fat intake,
plus ileal endogenous fat losses not reabsorbed at the
terminal ileum (eCFA), i.e. FCFA ¼ fCFA 2 iCFA 1
eCFA: FCFA production can be attributed to similar sources
as those for FCP: dietary, endogenous losses, and bacterial
synthesis of FA. Values of FCFA for pigs range between
about 24:5 to +4:5 g/kg DM intake (calculated from Noblet
et al. 1989; Jorgensen et al. 1993). As for CP, a non-negative
FCFA is converted to VFA as a component of FS. Net
synthesis of FCFA, i.e. negative FCFA, is represented in the
simplified model by a reduction of FS energy by an amount
equivalent to the energy content of the synthesized CFA. The
lack of accurate input data on ileal and faecal fat
digestibilities and endogenous fat losses makes it difficult
to parameterize this aspect of CFA digestion in a meaningful
way, therefore further simplifications may be appropriate for
practical reasons (Birkett & de Lange, 2001b).

Fermentable substrate is calculated from the separate
nutrient contributions as FS ¼ FNSP 1 FST 1 FSU 1
FCP 1 FCFA: To convert FS to VFA the fermentable
energy intake (FE) defined as the energy content of FS, is
first calculated including suitable reductions to accommo-
date negative FCP or FCFA. Stoichiometry of fermentation
implies that about 6 % FE is lost as heat and about 15 % as
CH4 (Bakker, 1996; Hungate, 1966), a total energetic loss of
about 20 % FE. The exact value will vary, depending, for
example, on variation in CH4 production and the
composition of the FNSP fraction, an increased content of
soluble NSP being associated with higher efficiencies. Since
no precise relationship has yet been established, and, in any
case, NSP composition of animal diets will vary widely, it is
reasonable to assume a fixed average value of say 83 % in
converting FE into an equivalent energy flow of VFA, based
on reported experimental values between 80 and 90 %
(Longland et al. 1988; Zhu et al. 1993; Bakker, 1996
(Table 6:7)). The calculated energy flow in the form of
absorbed VFA is then converted, using the heats of
combustion, into separate molar flows of individual VFA–

acetic (C2), propionic (C3), butyric (C4), and so on,
according to which VFA are prevalent in the particular
species being represented. For example, for pigs it is
sufficient to represent only the absorbed acetic, propionic,
and butyric acids heats of combustion for these VFA are
given in Table 2 see p. 667. To partition the VFA produced
it is assumed that they are present under constant molar
proportions. For example, C2:C3:C4 molar ratios in the
hindgut of pigs are reported to be in the proportions of
70:25:5 (Kirchgeßner & Müller, 1991); Bakker (1996)
reports measured ratios that remain reasonably constant
over quite extreme diet compositions. Constant molar VFA
proportions is not an unreasonable assumption for the
purpose of representing the energetic efficiency of
fermentation in monogastric animals, however, in ruminant
applications, for which VFA form a larger component of the
energy substrate, or for which the precise proportions of
absorbed VFA may be important (e.g. dairy cows), a more
complex representation of fermentation is likely to be
required.

Outputs of the fermentation process are absorbed molar
flows of whatever separate VFA are represented.

Intake energy requirements

The intake process requires energy for ingestion, digestion,
and absorption, to support the physical work of processing
the nutrients in fDM, and for the biochemical changes which
these undergo during digestion, absorption, and transport to
sites for metabolic processing. The physical nature of intake
as a materials processing operation implies that these energy
requirements should be closely related to the mass of
material processed, rather than to molar or energy flows. For
instance, it is not unreasonable to assume that 1 g
carbohydrate requires the same amount of energy as 1 g
fat intake. Other factors such as fibre effect on water holding
capacity and viscosity of the digesta may play a role, but
these are ignored. Energy requirements to support the intake
process, expressed in terms of ATP requirements, provide
the intake calibration parameter ATPd (mol ATP/g fDM),
assumed to be linearly related to fDM intake (g/d).

Metabolic process

The main metabolite flows represented in the metabolic
process (M) shown in Fig. 3 are GL, acetyl-CoA (ACA), and
ATP. Absorbed iAA, iNSN, iFA, and iNSF are either made
available for use as anabolic substrates by the production
process, or transformed into metabolites via processes
which represent simple catabolic biochemical reactions. All
absorbed GL enters the GL metabolite pool directly, all
absorbed VFA are catabolized, and the GY associated with
iFA is converted into GL. The AA and NSN from degraded
body protein, and FA and GY from degraded body lipid,
may enter the free body pools represented in M. ATP
outputs are produced as needed to meet the energy
requirements of the main nutritional processes. Urinary N
is a waste output, derived from catabolism of AA and NSN,
and from non-specific urinary NSN losses. Metabolite flows
and the stoichiometry of metabolite biochemical transform-
ations are represented by process MB. This includes (Fig. 4)
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catabolic processes for AA, FA, VFA, GL, and ACA (AAc,
FAc, VFAc, GLc, and ACAc ), and anabolic processes to
represent synthesis of the GY and FA (GYs and FAs )
required for body lipid synthesis. These processes in MB
contribute to the metabolic heat production as a result of
biochemical inefficiencies which are represented either
explicitly, expressed in terms of specified ATP require-
ments, or implicitly by a reduction in internal energy of
outputs v. inputs according to the stoichiometry of the
metabolite transformations. A zero net daily flux is
demanded between nutrients and the metabolites in MB.

Amino acids

AA and NSN must be provided from the free body pool to
replace basal physical losses from skin and hair, and
endogenous gut losses. Furthermore, a minimum rate of
inevitable catabolism occurs as a consequence of biochemi-
cal controls and AA-degrading enzymes which may be
down-regulated but always maintain some basal level of
activity. For example, Moughan (1999) estimates this for
pigs to be between about 15 and 30 % available AA intake.
A balanced flow of AA and NSN is output from M to the
production process for synthesis of protein to deposit in the

various body protein pools. Any AA and NSN in excess of
the requirements determined by the constraints of the
(genetic) maximum protein retention rate (PdMax), or the
supply of the first limiting AA, cannot remain in the free AA
and NSN pool for long and must be catabolized (Moughan,
1999). To summarize, fluxes into the body free N-pool (i.e.
free AA and NSN) are dietary intake, and the products
mobilized from degraded body protein; fluxes out of the
pool are, in order of priority, basal requirements to replace
physical losses, inevitable catabolism, the requirements for
body protein synthesis, and excess catabolism. A net flux of
zero in the free-N pool is balanced on a daily basis by
adjusting the level of catabolism of excess AA intake. For
practical purposes, the N flow between the M and
production process (P) may be represented simply as the
net flow of AA and NSN to production, rather than separate
flows in the two directions (see p. 670). Under certain
conditions protein retention may be limited by energy
intake, i.e. Pd is less than the maximum consistent with AA
intake and PdMax. This situation is represented by
introducing an additional (preferential) catabolism flow of
balanced AA and NSN from the free-N pool, which has the
effect of reducing protein retention.

Table 1 shows stoichiometric data for the catabolism of

Fig. 3. Metabolic process M. Inputs are ileal digestible amino acids (iAA) and non-specific nitrogen (iNSN), glucose (GL), volatile fatty acids
(VFA), ileal digestible fatty acids (iFA) and non-specific fat (iNSF), and glycerol (GY). AA–NSN and FA–GY from degraded body protein and
lipid pools are returned to the pools in M. In order of priority AA–NSN flows from the free-N pool are: (1) basal AA–NSN requirements to
replace physical losses from skin and hair, and basal endogenous gut losses; (2) a minimum level of AA–NSN inevitable catabolism; (3) urin-
ary NSN losses; (4) preferential catabolism in response to energy intake limitation; (5) balanced AA–NSN for body protein synthesis; (6)
excess AA–NSN catabolism. Basal ATP requirement (ATPb), and ATP for intake (ATPd), faecal excretion (ATPx), urinary excretion (ATPu),
and protein (ATPp) and lipid retention (ATPl) is supplied by M. FA catabolism occurs only if ATPb cannot be supplied otherwise. Balanced FA
and GY are outputs for synthesis of body lipid. Metabolite transformations in process MB represent metabolite biochemistry and produce heat.
Urea N from AA–NSN catabolism is an output.
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Fig. 4. Metabolite biochemistry process MB. Biochemical transformations of absorbed nutrients are modelled by explicit stoichiometry. GL, glu-
cose; VFA, volatile fatty acid; FA, fatty acid; AA, amino acid; NSN, non-specific nitrogen; GY, glycerol. Catabolism is represented for GL
(GLc ), VFA (VFAc ), FA (FAc ), and AA–NSN (AAc ). An acetyl-CoA (ACA) metabolite flow is represented and ACA catabolism (ACAc ). The
ATP pool is used to meet the explicit energy requirements for intake (ATPd), urinary excretion (ATPu), faecal excretion (ATPx), protein (ATPp)
and lipid retention (ATPl), and basal requirements (ATPb). Process AAc, producing urea N output, is assumed to be oxidation, but gluconeo-
genesis can be represented if required. Catabolic process FAc only occurs if intake is insufficient to meet ATPb. GY input from fat intake
(CFA) is directed to GL pool. GY synthesis (GYs ), and FA synthesis (FAs ) produce GY and de novo FA for balanced body lipid synthesis. Bio-
chemical inefficiency is represented via stoichiometry. Energy required for basal processes and not explicitly accounted for separately is pro-
vided by ATPb. Energy required for all production-related metabolic processes is included in the ATPp and ATPl requirements. Heat
production is a consequence of biochemical inefficiency.

Table 1. Stoichiometric data for catabolism of amino acids and non-specific nitrogen

MM
(g/mol)

Gluconeogenesis* Oxidation

AA GL ATP ATP equiv† ATP‡ ATP§ URk

NSN{ 106 0:42 2:97 18:9 20:71 0:5
Threonine 101 0:5 0:5 19:5 21 20:5 0:5
Methionine 131 0:5 0:5 19:5 18 21:5 0:5
Valine 99 0:5 11:5 30:5 30 31:5 0:5
Leucine 113 NA NA NA 40 39:5 0:5
Isoleucine 113 0:5 20:5 39:5 41 40:5 0:5
Lysine 128 NA NA NA 35 36 0:5
Phenylalanine 147 0:5 19 38 39 37:5 0:5
Trytophan 186 0:5 21 40 NV 42 1
Histidine 137 0:5 2:5 21:5 21 22:5 1:5
Arginine 156 0:5 8 27 29 28 2
Cysteine 103 0:3 0 5:7 13 12:5 0:5
Tyrosine 163 0:5 21:5 40:5 42 41:5 0:5

AA, amino acid; MM, molecular mass of free AA; GL, glucose; equiv, equivalent; UR, urea; NSN, non-specific
nitrogen; NA, not applicable; NV, no value given.

* From Schulz (1978).
† Values calculated from ATP yield plus 38 ATP/mol GL oxidation.
‡ From Krebs (1964) and Armstrong (1969).
§ From Schulz (1978).
kValues are net mol UR/mol AA catabolized.
{Values are estimated (see p. 667).
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twelve AA via two main catabolic pathways, direct
oxidation and gluconeogenesis. Urea yield is determined
by the molar concentration of N in each AA and is the same
for either pathway. ATP and GL yields are given for
gluconeogenesis from Schulz (1978), in which it is assumed
that the AA are converted to CO2, H2O, urea and GL. The
‘equivalent ATP yield’ shown for gluconeogenesis has been
calculated as the direct ATP yield plus the ATP which
would be obtained by complete oxidation of the produced
GL at the rate of 38 mol ATP/mol GL. Data for ATP yield
from AA oxidation to CO2, H2O, urea and ATP are given
from two sources (Krebs, 1964; Armstrong, 1969; Schulz,
1978). There are some small differences in ATP yield
between these but the discrepancies are not significant. Net
ATP yields are given, and make allowance for the ATP
required for synthesis of urea, 2 mol ATP/mol N
(Armstrong, 1969). Values for the stoichiometry of NSN
catabolism are calculated from corresponding data for non-
essential AA in the weighted proportions they are present in
a typical 160 g CP/kg maize–soyabean meal diet. The urea
(or with the most generality, also uric acid) resulting from
AA and NSN catabolism is a waste output of M.

It is difficult to determine the relationship between
specific metabolic conditions and the extent to which the
catabolic pathways gluconeogenesis or oxidation are
followed for a particular AA (only leucine and lysine are
exclusively ketogenic). Lindsay (1976) concludes that the
major proportion of AA catabolism for monogastric animals
(about 90 %) proceeds via oxidation. Gill et al. (1984)
assume an oxidation ratio of 80 % in their model of a young
sheep, consistent with the general observation that
gluconeogenesis occurs at a higher rate for ruminant
animals (Lehninger et al. 1993). However, in terms of the
effect on energetic efficiency, the choice of catabolic
pathway for AA is essentially irrelevant, as can be seen by
comparing the stoichiometry and overall ATP yields in
Table 1. This observation is also confirmed by the very
small differences in retained energy predicted by compara-
tive model simulations forcing exclusively one or the other
of the two catabolic pathways for AA. Therefore, provided
GL is non-limiting, it can be assumed with no loss of
generality at the whole animal level that all AA catabolism
proceeds via oxidation.

Volatile fatty acids

Absorbed VFA, acetic, propionic, butyric acid, and so on,
are metabolic inputs that contribute to the generation of
ATP and GL. Faecal excretion of VFA is generally very
low, for instance, in pigs not more than 1–2 % energy
infused (Kirchgeßner & Müller, 1991). Therefore it is
reasonable to assume a complete absorption of the VFA
derived from fermentation. All absorbed VFA are assumed
to be catabolized via the stoichiometry summarized in
Table 2. Acetic acid and butyric acid are converted to ACA.
The main pathway for propionic acid, conversion to GL in
the liver (McDonald et al. 1995), is assumed in the model
(the minor pathway from propionic acid directly to ACA is
ignored).

Fatty acids

Absorbed dietary iFA are either directly incorporated into
body lipid, or catabolized via b-oxidation to ACA and ATP.
The choice between these two pathways affects both the
energetic efficiency of utilizing dietary fat for production,
and the FA composition of the retained body lipid. For a
particular species it may be possible to neglect fat
catabolism altogether under conditions when available
non-fat energy intake is above basal requirements, as
reported in Chudy & Schiemann (1967) for rats. In general,
dietary FA are absorbed by monogastric animals largely
unchanged, as reflected by the resemblance between the FA
composition of adipose tissue and that of the diet fed (Leat
et al. 1964; Koch et al. 1968; Mills et al. 1976). For pigs,
Metz et al. (1977) report a moderate level of inevitable FA
catabolism, between 15 and 45 %, and decreasing with an
increased intake level and diet fat content. Based on the very
high energetic efficiency observed for fat retention, Boyd &
McCracken (1979) conclude that the rate of de novo fat
synthesis is low in pigs fed high-fat diets. Using data from
indirect calorimetry to estimate substrate oxidation in 30–
90 kg pigs, Chwalibog et al. (1997) determined no
significant oxidation of fat despite large variation in
digestible fat intakes from 0–8 g/kg0:75. These results
suggest that the rate of catabolism of dietary FA for pigs is
generally low, provided basal energy requirements can be
met from other nutrient sources and FA retention in body
lipid exceeds FA intake. Similary to AA metabolism, FA
supplied in excess of FA retained are catabolized.

Stoichiometry for FA catabolism depends on the number
of C (2n ) and the number of double bonds (p) in a particular
FA. The ACA and ATP yields per mol FA are n mol and
22 1 5ðn 2 1Þ2 2p mol, respectively (Lehninger et al.
1993). Stoichiometric data for FA catabolism are summar-
ized in Table 3. For simplicity iNSF is converted to an
equivalent iFA molar flow, for instance using 18:2. GY
intake derived by association with iFA intake is assumed to
be converted directly to GL (with no explicit energy cost) at
the rate of 1 mol GL/2 mol GY.

Glucose and Acetyl-CoA

Glucose can either be completely catabolized as an energy
substrate to generate ATP, or it can serve as a material
substrate for de novo FA synthesis, providing GY and the
reduced coenzyme NADPH directly, or ACA as an
intermediate product of catabolism. With regard to overall
energetics, the conversion of GL to GY can reasonably be
ignored since body GY stores are small. The substantial

Table 2. Molar weights and heats of combustion for some volatile
fatty acids, and stoichiometric data for volatile fatty acids catabolism*

MW g/mol Hc kJ/mol ATP† GL ACA

C2 60 876 22 0 1
C3 74 1536 22 0:5 0
C4 88 2193 3 0 2

Mw, molar weight; Hc, heat of combustion; GL, glucose; ACA, acetyl-CoA.
* From Armstrong (1969) and McDonald et al. (1995).
† Negative value denotes an ATP requirement.
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amount of de novo lipid synthesis which often occurs in
producing animals implies that the explicit representation of
the intermediary ACA metabolite pool in the nutritional
process model is essential, if a proper account is to be made
of the metabolic use of nutrients. Moreover, in monogastric
animals the typically low rates of both VFA production and
FA catabolism imply that only small quantities of ACA will
be generated from these sources. Complete oxidation of
1 mol GL via the tricarboxylic-acid cycle produces CO2,
H2O, and a yield of 38 mol ATP (Armstrong, 1969).
Alternatively, ACA and ATP may also be generated at an
intermediate step in the tricarboxylic-acid cycle (Table 4).
Therefore, in order to ensure that ACA is non-limiting, GL
oxidation is represented by the two catabolic processes GLc
and ACAc (Table 4).

GL may also serve as a substrate for synthesis of the
substantial quantitities of NADPH required for de novo FA
synthesis, with 12 mol NADPH being derived from 1 mol
GL at the expense of 1 mol ATP for activation (Armstrong,
1969). The process representing de novo FA synthesis
(FAs ) is based on stoichiometry (Table 5) requiring GL to
provide NADPH, ACA for C skeletons, and ATP
(Lehninger et al. 1993). Each component in the FA chain
requires 1 ACA; each coupling of ACA into the FA chain
requires 1 mol ATP and 2 mol NADPH; an additional 1 (or
2) mol NADPH is required for the double (or triple) bond in
an unsaturated FA; 1 mol ATP is required to activate each
mol GL in the hexose monophosphate shunt that produces

NADPH. Processes may be included to represent the
stoichiometry of synthesizing various different FA, but this
would also require rules for determining the proportion in
which each of these is produced. Such detail would be
desirable if the FA content of the deposited lipid in the
carcass is to be predicted by the model. However, if the
main purpose of the model is to predict the energetic
efficiency of nutrient utilization, the choice of synthesized
FA becomes less significant and it may be reasonably
assumed that de novo lipid is built from a single synthesized
FA source. For example, oleic acid (18:1) would be a
reasonable choice for pigs (Pettigrew et al. 1992; Gerrits,
1996), in which it accounts for as much as 50 % FA in white
adipose tissue (Enser, 1984). GL may also be converted into
GY at a cost of 4 mol ATP/mol GY, 1 mol GL producing
0:5 mol GY (Frayn et al. 1995) which is made available to
the production process for use in the synthesis of
triacylglycerol.

Faecal and urinary excretion processes

The faecal excretion process (fX) represents the ingestion of
non-digestible and endogenous material (xDM), its proces-
sing, and the excretion of faeces (Fig. 5). This process
requires support energy which, as for the processing of
fDM, is assumed to be linearly related to the mass of xDM
and is expressed as an ATP requirement determined by the
faecal excretion calibration parameter ATPx (mol ATP/g
xDM). Most of the energetic requirements for processing
xDM will also apply to fDM, therefore it can be expected
that the value of ATPx determined in a reasonable
calibration procedure should not exceed that of ATPd.

The urinary excretion process (uX ) represents the
synthesis of urea (or uric acid), and the urinary excretion
of all non-metabolizable and endogenous materials (Fig. 5).
These include non-specific losses, i.e. minimum urinary
NSN losses and non-nitrogenous components in urine, N
from AA catabolism, and N from fermented CP. The
process requires support energy to reflect the stoichiometric
ATP requirements of urea synthesis, and the indirect energy
requirements of all metabolic processes associated wih
urinary excretion. These combined energy requirements are
expressed as the ATP requirement ATPu. Based on the
stoichiometric ATP requirement for synthesizing urea at
2 mol ATP/mol urea N, an equivalent metabolizable energy
cost of about 11 kJ/g urea N may be estimated (using an
estimated metabolizable energy equivalent of 77 kJ/mol
ATP). Estimated actual metabolizable energy cost

Table 4. Stoichiometric data for glucose and acetyl-CoA pathways*

Outputs (mol)

Input (mol) ATP† ACA GY NADPH

GL 14 2
ACA 12
GL 28 2
GL 21 12

ACA, acetyl-CoA; GY, glycerol; GL, glucose.
* From Armstrong (1969) and Frayn et al. (1995).
† Negative value denotes a net ATP requirement.

Table 5. Stoichiometric requirements for synthesis of 1 mol fatty
acid*

FA synthesis

ATP ACA GL

18:1 9:42 9 1:42
18:0 9:33 9 1:33
16:0 8:17 8 1:17

FA, fatty acid; ACA, acetyl-CoA; GL, glucose.
* From Lehninger et al. (1993).

Table 3. Stoichiometric data for fatty acids and glycerol*

FA† MMF (g/mol) MMT (g/mol) ACA‡ ATP‡

10:0§ 172 554 5 18
Lauric (12:0) 200 638 6 23
Myristic (14:0) 228 722 7 28
Palmitic (16:0) 256 806 8 33
Palmitoleic (16:1) 254 800 8 31
Stearic (18:0) 284 890 9 38
Oleic (18:1) 282 884 9 36
Linoleic (18:2) 280 878 9 34
Linolenic (18:3) 278 872 9 32
20:0k 312 974 10 43

FA, fatty acid; MMF, molecular mass of FA; MMT, molecular mass of triacyl-
glycerol; ACA, acetyl-CoA.

* From Lehninger et al. (1993).
† Designated by the number of C atoms in the chain followed by the number

of double bonds.
‡ Denotes yields for b-oxidation of FA.
§ Value used to represent all FA with less than twelve C.
kValue used to represent all FA with more than eighteen C.
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associated with urinary excretion is estimated consistently
to be between about 29 and 31 kJ/g urinary N (Buttery &
Boorman, 1976; Whittemore, 1983, 1997; Blaxter, 1989;
Emmans, 1994; ). Thus, the energy requirement for urinary
excretion can be closely associated with the quantity of
urinary N excreted, and expressed as an ATP requirement
estimated to be about three times the stoichiometric ATP
requirement for synthesizing urea N. Energy requirements
for uX are related to the loss of non-nitrogenous components
in urine, various transport and metabolic processes that
occur in the urea cycle, and other metabolic processes which
are associated with urinary excretion. This connection is
useful in that it allows some of the effects of variation in
body protein turnover rate to be accommodated through the
energy requirements related to urinary N excretion.

Production process

The production process (Fig. 6) represents the conversion of
balanced anabolic substrates (AA and NSN, FA and GY)
into synthesized body protein and lipid, and the retention of
these in the body pools. The mobilization of the FA, GY,
AA and NSN constituents of body protein and lipid, and the
return of these to free body pools in M, is also represented in
the most general model of the production process for
growing animals.

Protein retention

A material flow diagram of the protein retention process
shows (Fig. 6) body protein synthesized from balanced AA
and NSN in process Ps, and degraded in process Pg to AA
and NSN which are returned to the free-N pool in M. The

balance in which AA are required for net protein deposited
(Pd) may be defined by the composition of the body protein
pool(s) for which it is being synthesized, either whole-body
protein, or, in a more sophisticated model, in terms of
defined body protein pools. This approach to modelling
protein retention represents explicitly all the relevant AA
and NSN flows between the free pool and body protein
pools. Pd is the difference of separate rates of Ps and Pg.
The relationship between the rate of Ps and Pd is highly
variable, for example synthesis ranging from 2–3 times Pd
for 30 kg pigs, and increasing to 10 times for 90 kg pigs
(Reeds et al. 1980). Even when Pd is zero, both Ps and Pg
can continue to operate at high rates, for example over
200 g/d (34 g N/d) being estimated for 30 kg pigs based on
extrapolation of the relationship between protein synthesis
and N retention (Reeds et al. 1980; Fig 4). Explicit
representation of protein turnover (i.e. separate rates of Ps
and Pg ) requires independent estimates for the rates and
energy requirements for these two processes, and an
understanding of the factors which influence them. This is
hampered by inadequate methodology to measure synthesis
and degradation accurately under varying metabolic states
and environmental conditions (Reeds, 1992). Furthermore
the complex regulatory controls governing rates of synthesis
and degradation appear to act independently, and unequi-
vocal links between these and processes at the whole animal
level have not yet been established (Moughan, 1999; Knap,
2000). For example, an increase in Pd resulting from
increased dietary protein intake is a consequence of an
increase in the rate of Ps and a smaller increase in rate of Pg
(Reeds & Fuller, 1983; Fuller et al. 1987). On the other
hand, an increase in non-protein energy increases Pd as the
consequence of a small increase in the rate of Ps and a small

Fig. 5. Excretion process. Faecal excretion process ( fX ) represents ingestion, pro-
cessing and excretion of non-digestible material as faeces, with energy require-
ment ATPx. Urinary excretion process (uX ) represents the metabolic processes
associated with synthesis of urea, processing of fermentation N and non-specific
nitrogen (NSN) losses, and the synthesis and excretion of urine, with overall
energy requirement ATPu.
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decrease in rate of Pg (Reeds & Fuller, 1983). Improved
dietary protein quality, achieved by raising the level of the
first-limiting AA increases Pd with little change to the rate
of Ps and a significant decrease in that of Pg (Fuller et al.
1987). Finally, we have recently demonstrated that a
reduction in diet digestibility increases protein turnover, i.e.
rates of both Ps and Pg, in gut protein (Nyachoti et al.
2000), with likely little change in Pd.

The significant problems associated with adequately
representing Ps and Pg separately suggest the use of a
simplified representation in which only Pd is explicitly
represented (Fig. 6), i.e. the rate of Ps is exactly Pd. This
requires the substrate materials to flow only in the direction
from M to P, representing the net balanced AA and NSN
required to support Pd. The energy requirements associated
with Pd, and consequently energetic efficiency, cannot be
completely explained simply by considering the whole body
rates of Ps and Pg that determine net protein retention.
Reeds et al. (1980) demonstrate for pigs that the incremental
dietary energy for Pd must also be due significantly to
increases in other energy-demanding metabolic processes
which are associated with an increase in Pd, such as the

activity of Na+/K+ pumps. In the simplified model, the
energy requirements to support Pd are determined by: (1) an
incremental requirement which can be associated directly
with an increment in the rate of Pd, expressed as an ATP
requirement (ATPp), the mol ATP required to support an
increment in Pd of 1 g/d; (2) a residual requirement which is
a function only of the animal’s physical state, independent
of Pd and all other processes explicitly represented in the
model. The latter residual energy requirement will be
included in the basal ATP requirement (ATPb) discussed
later (basal process B ).

The protein retention calibration parameter ATPp
includes the energy requirement to support typical
increments in rates of protein synthesis and turnover that
result in the increment in Pd, plus increments in all
metabolic processes which can be associated directly with
the protein retention process and are not explicitly included
elsewhere in the model, i.e. not included in the energy
requirements for intake, and faecal and urinary excretion.
Since ATPp has a fixed relationship to Pd, it cannot
incorporate the variation in energetic requirements corre-
sponding to different levels of protein turnover at the same

Fig. 6. Production process P. Balanced glycerol (GY) and fatty acids (FA)
from de novo and dietary sources are transformed in the lipid synthesis pro-
cess (Ls ) to triacylglycerols retained in body lipid pool L, lipid; P, protein.
Balanced amino acids (AA) and non-specific nitrogen (NSN) are transformed
to retained body protein in the protein synthesis process (Ps ). Degradation
and mobilization of FA–GY and AA–NSN are represented by processes Lg
and Pg. Simplified model assumes synthesis at the rate of the net lipid (Ld)
and protein (Pd) retained, with no degradation. Energy requirements asso-
ciated with Ld and Pd are provided by ATPl and ATPp, supporting all meta-
bolic processes which are incrementally associated with incremental lipid and
protein retention.
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net rate of retention. However, to some extent, the energetic
consequences of this variation are implicitly represented in
this nutritional process model in terms of the parameters
ATPd, ATPx, and ATPu: (1) an increase in Pd related to
increased CP intake, will also be associated with increased
urinary excretion, and consequently increased energy
requirements associated with ATPu. The extent of this
increase will depend on how well-balanced the CP intake is,
thereby implicitly representing variation in the relative rates
of Ps and Pg; (2) a poorly digestible CP increment will be
associated with an additional increase in the energy
requirements expressed by ATPx; (3) increased intake of
non-protein energy or first-limiting AA increases Pd while
reducing the rate of Pg, the latter effect being associated
with a reduced uN excretion, and therefore a reduced energy
requirement determined by ATPu. Finally; (4) the increased
energy requirement as a consequence of increased gut
turnover rate associated with a decrease in digestibility of
nutrient intake, will be represented implicitly in the
increased energy requirement for processing xDM,
expressed in terms of the parameter ATPx. These
observations imply that the energetic consequences of
variation in protein turnover rate in relation to Pd are (at
least partially) taken into account implicitly by changes in
energy requirements associated with intake, and faecal and
urinary excretion.

Lipid retention

The material flow diagram for the lipid retention process
(Fig. 6) is similar to that for protein retention. Process Ls
represents synthesis of body lipid from balanced GY and FA
derived from either de novo or dietary sources; process Lg
represents degradation of body lipid to the constituent FA
and GY, which are returned to the free pools in M. The net
lipid retained (Ld) depends on the separate rates of Ls and
Lg. Mobilization of body fat probably occurs at a low rate
for animals fed above their basal energy requirements in a
thermoneutral environment (Metz et al. 1977). Therefore,
for non-extreme intake and environmental conditions Lg
can be neglected, in which case Ld is identical to the rate of
Ls.

Despite small quantities of structural phospholipids
present in all tissues, and some constant presence of
mono- and diacylglycerols as intermediates in lipid
metabolism, the predominant neutral lipids in adipose
tissue are triacylglycerols (Frayn et al. 1995). Although
some dietary FA may be altered, for instance by chain
elongation, it is assumed for simplicity that these FA are
made available for synthesis of triacylglycerol without
structural changes. It is therefore not unreasonable to
assume de novo lipid consists entirely of triacylglycerol. To
synthesize 1 mol triacylglycerol from 3 mol FA and 1 mol
GY requires 2 mol ATP for uptake of each mol FA, a total of
6 mol ATP/mol triacylglycerol (Frayn et al. 1995);
incorporation of the triacylglycerol into body stores does
not require energy.

In response to a specified net rate of protein retention,
excess metabolites in the pools in M are directed to FA and
GY synthesis in the balanced amounts required for
incorporation of triacylglycerol in the body pool. Thus Ld

is the sink resulting from the algebraic balancing to zero of
net daily flux in each of the three metabolite pools ATP, GL,
and ACA. The level of de novo lipid synthesized is therefore
dependent on the size of these metabolite pools, the
stoichiometric relationships represented, and the associated
energy requirements for lipid retention. It can be shown
algebraically that the separate representation of the ACA
flow, and the alternative substrate pathway represented by
ACA catabolism, is essential for obtaining a unique solution
in the balancing of these pool flows to zero.

The ATP requirements for Ld expressed in terms of the
lipid retention calibration parameter ATPl (mol ATP/mol
Ld), include for simplicity the (stoichiometric) ATP
requirement of 6 mol ATP/mol triacylglycerol to activate
the 3 mol FA. Additional ATP over that required for FA
activation relates to the energy requirements of all the
metabolic processes that are associated with an increase in
Ld. The same calibration parameter ATPl applies to lipid
retention from either de novo or dietary sources. The
residual energy requirement associated with lipid retention
but independent of Ld is assumed to be a function only of
the animal’s physical state and included in the basal ATP
requirement discussed next.

Basal processes

Basal ATP requirement represents the residual basal free
energy expenditure (BE), i.e. that which cannot be
associated with feed intake, urinary or faecal excretion, or
lipid and protein retention. Consequently, a close connec-
tion can be expected with an animal’s physical state,
independent of its metabolic status and dietary intake, with
some adjustment for animal (geno)type, activity and
environmental factors. The energy requirements for the
various metabolic and physiological processes that contri-
bute to BE are not separately determined. The main
contributors to BE are protein turnover independent of
intake and production level (see p. 669), primarily that
required to maintain a minimum visceral size, the associated
activity of Na+/K+ pumps, and maintenance of basal
metabolism and physiological functions (Milligan &
Summers, 1986; Gill et al. 1989; Yen, 1997; Birkett & de
Lange, 2001a). It is therefore not unreasonable to assume
that the basal ATP requirement is related to body protein
mass and define the calibration parameter ATPb as mol ATP
required/kg body protein.

Basal ATP may be supplied (with varying efficiencies)
from metabolite sources derived from nutrient intake or
from catabolism of body tissues; since it is a free energy
requirement at the metabolic level, the value is independent
of the source. BE is considerably smaller than the basal heat
production at zero energy balance, i.e. the energy intake
required to supply BE from dietary nutrients (MEm), which
includes heat increments due to the following sources:
intake of digestible nutrients (ATPd); processing of
associated non-digestible material (ATPx); N excretion
pertaining to the particular state of zero energy retention at
which MEm is determined (ATPu); support of the particular
non-zero protein accretion rate (ATPp); and a (variable)
allowance for the biochemical inefficiency of generating
metabolites from absorbed nutrients. In growing pigs the
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free energy content of the basal ATP requirement is
typically about one third of dietary basal heat production
(Birkett & de Lange, 2001b). BE may also be related to
BMR, the equilibrium whole body heat production achieved
after a sufficiently long fast (Tess, 1981). Under these
conditions, basal ATP is supplied exclusively from
catabolism of body lipid and protein stores, with
corresponding heat increments above BE related to: N
excretion, which continues to occur in a state of zero energy
intake, since some 20 % of the energy requirements are
typically derived through catabolism (gluconeogenesis) of
body protein to maintain an adequate GL pool level (ATPu);
and an allowance for the biochemical inefficiency of
generating ATP from body nutrient stores.

Discussion

Different nutrients are utilized by a growing animal with
different marginal energetic efficiencies expressed as
retained energy:energy intake ratio. Theoretical maximum
biochemical efficiencies for lipid synthesis from pure
nutrient sources of metabolizable CFA, ST, CP, and VFA
can be calculated from stoichiometry to be 98, 88, 70 and
75 % respectively (Armstrong, 1969; Noblet & Henry,
1991). Nutrients supplied in dietary sources from feed
ingredients always result in marginal efficiencies for lipid
retention from metabolizable energy which are considerably
less than these theoretical maximum efficiencies. For
example, in pigs typical values for CFA, ST or SU, CP, and
VFA, are reported to be 90 (Boyd & McCracken, 1979), 75
(Schiemann et al. 1962), 55–65 (Kielanowski, 1971), and
50–60 % (Bakker, 1996) respectively. Such biological
efficiencies might be called dietary marginal efficiencies to
emphasize that energy is being derived by an animal from
dietary nutrient sources. Experiments involving pure
nutrient infusions into the gut result in intermediate values
between biochemical and dietary efficiencies, for instance
the reported 60–75 % for lipid retention from pure VFA
infusions into the hindgut (Bakker, 1996), because these
eliminate most of the intake energy requirements. Reported
experimental values for efficiencies of nutrient utilization
are variable with regard to these considerations, so they
cannot always be directly compared and the range of

variation in reported values appears to be larger than it
probably really is.

The metabolic use of nutrients also has a significant
impact on energetic efficiency. For example, nutrients are
used for basal purposes with different efficiencies, and in a
different hierarchy, as compared with lipid retention
(Table 6). Changes in the relative proportion of basal
energy v. lipid or protein retention will therefore affect
marginal energetic efficiency. Nutrients may also follow
different metabolic pathways with different associated
efficiencies, for example: direct deposition of dietary FA v.
catabolism and de novo synthesis; variable faecal excretion
as determined by nutrient digestibility; variable urinary
excretion as a function of CP utilization; variable rates of
fermentation v. enzymatic digestion. Since these metabolic
pathways are explicitly represented, the nutritional process
model can simultaneously account for the effects of these, as
well as nutrient source, on energetic efficiency.

Although no explicit consideration of energy flows is
necessary to apply this nutritional process model, it is
interesting to consider the implied energy flows generated
from simulated nutrient flows and their associated energy
densities. This allows the model to function as a mechanistic
net energy (NE) model which can take into account both the
source and metabolic use of nutrients. BE is, in our view, the
representation of net energy for maintenance (NEm), which
is generally difficult to define and measure (Birkett & de
Lange, 2001a), defining NE¼BE + RE, where RE is
retained energy, highly consistent with the classical
definition of net energy. Alternatively, model-generated
energy flows provide the means to follow a different
approach, defining NE as the useful energy an animal
derives from feed intake for any purpose, i.e. a measure of
the pure biological efficiency of nutrient utilization with
only biochemical inefficiency eliminated. Using model
simulations NE may be generated as retained energy plus
the free energy equivalent of all the explicit ATP generated.
The effects of metabolic variation would be much more
significant in such an NE system than with the classical
definition. In either case, model-generated NE densities can
provide a powerful means for quantitatively comparing and
ranking diets under defined metabolic conditions.

Conclusions

A computational framework for a process model of nutrient
utilization by animals has been presented. This is applicable
to the quantitative representation of body protein and lipid
growth in a growing monogastric animal in a wide range of
metabolic and nutritional states, and can be adjusted for
birds. The model includes defined nutrient and metabolite
flows, the interconnections that determine nutrient
exchanges between the main processes and with the
environment, and an internal structure and parameters to
define the input–output response of the main processes. For
modelling ruminant animal nutrition, some of the
simplifications and assumptions adopted here would not
be appropriate, particularly the nutrient transformations
used for the intake process. A more detailed explicit
representation of fermentation and VFA generation would
likely be necessary for a ruminant model, and the choice of

Table 6. Marginal energetic efficiency of using digestible nutrients
for different metabolic purposes*

Marginal energetic efficiency for generating ATP and
depositing lipid

ATP Ld

% % relative to FA % % relative to FA

FA 66 100 90 100
GL 68 103 74 82
AA 58 88 53 59
CFA 50 76 62 69

Ld, net lipid retained; FA, fatty acid; GL, glucose; AA, amino acid; CFA,
crude fat.

* From Black (1995).
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metabolite flows would have to be modified to reflect those
which are important in the ruminant.

By explicitly modelling the main biological and
biochemical processes as nutrient transformations, their
separate contributions to energetic inefficiency can be
estimated. Heat increments that are a consequence of either
biological or biochemical processes can be quantified and
separated. The differences between response for different
monogastric species are related to differences in the
parameters that define the biological efficiency. Model
response may be adjusted to match observed response for a
particular monogastric species by separately adjusting the
response of the six main nutritional processes represented. A
parameter has been provided for each one of these
processes, giving the model five degrees of freedom for
marginal response, and one for absolute response. A general
calibration procedure for determining the calibration
parameters is described in Birkett & de Lange (2001b ),
and this is applied to construct a fully parameterized model
of nutrient utilization for protein and lipid accretion by
growing pigs.
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